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5

Vegetable: carrot, leek, potato, broccoli

Animal: cat, dog, lion, rabbit

People: woman, baby, girl, man

Fruit: orange, banana, lemon

6

1 sea

2 sun

3 castle

4 book

5 crabs

6 cake

7

1 house

2 train

3 bird 

4 river 

5 girl

6 duckling

7 man

8 Accept any sensible alternative to ‘television’.

9 Accept any sensible alternative to ‘garden’.

8

Singular: cat, spider, elephant 
Plural: carpets, birds, bananas

1 apples

2 chairs

3 laptop

4 letters

9

1 brushes

2 watches

3 glasses

4 foxes

5 patch

6 hutch

7 tomato

8 six
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10

1 carpet

2 pizzas 

3 wishes

4 boxes

5 potatoes 

6 buses 

7 witch

8 kisses

11

1 are 

2 is 

3 are 

4 are 

5 are 

6 is 

7 The dresses are ready for the wedding.

8 The trains are late.

12

Goldilocks

Jack and Jill

Rapunzel

England

1 The beanstalk was hard for Jack to climb.

2 We went to Paris for a holiday.

13
1–5 Children’s own answer, using a capital letter to start the name.

6 Accept a sentence which uses a place name, starting with a capital letter.

14

1 My dog is called Scamp.

2 We had tea with Uncle Richard.

3 We went to Orlando for our holidays. 

4 Did you watch Merlin cast a spell? 

5 Our head teacher is called Mrs Duncan. 

6 They walked until they got to Weymouth. 
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15

1 painter

2 cleaner

3 fighter

4 worker

5 dancer

6 baker

7 villager

8 officer

16

1 enjoyment 

2 motherhood

3 merriment

4 happiness 

5 judgement

6 brotherhood

ment: refresh, pay

hood: knight

ness: ill, rude, kind

Children’s own answer using a new word.

17

1 happiness 

2 childhood 

3 punishment 

4 darkness 

5 neighbourhood 

6 blindness 

7 Accept any appropriate word using the suffix ‘hood’.

8 Accept any appropriate word using the suffix ‘ness’.

9 Accept any appropriate word using the suffix ‘ment’.

18

Possible compound words: midnight, seaside, floorboard, football, sunrise, 
haircut. Also, sideboard, hairball.

Children’s own answer using a compound word from above.
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19

1 rainy

2 mysterious

3 furry

4 ruined

5 shiny

6 dark

7 comfy

8 fast

20

1 long

2 messy

3 warm

4 tall

5 juicy

6 busy

7 Accept any appropriate sentence including one of the adjectives.

21
Accept any appropriate phrase for each item, using adjectives, e.g. dark 
creepy house

22 Accept any colour in each sentence, if it matches colour in picture.

23 Accept any appropriate adjectives in description, taken from list provided.

24 Accept any appropriate adjectives.

25

unable                    unbroken 
undo                       uneven 
unbolted                 uninvited

Accept any sentence that uses two of above words appropriately.

26

1 unhappy

2 unloved

3 uninteresting

4 unsafe

5 unlikely

6 unusual

7–8 Accept any sentence that uses any two of above words appropriately.

27

1 hopeless, hopeful

2 useless, useful

3 careless, careful

4 merciless, merciful

5 helpless, helpful

6–7 Any sentence that uses one of the adjectives appropriately.
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28

1 cloudy 

2 rainy

3 stormy

4 healthy

5 sunny

6 foggy

7 funny

8 floppy

9 icy

10 stony

11 smoky

12 tasty

29

1 stronger, strongest

2 weaker, weakest

3 higher, highest

4 wider, widest

5 stranger, strangest

6 ruder, rudest

7 happier, happiest

8 funnier, funniest

9 snowier, snowiest

30

1 friendly: My dog is friendlier than John’s.

2 clean: This carpet is the cleanest in the house.

3 scary: The film was scarier than the one last week.

4 cold: Today is the coldest day of the week.

5 healthy: Lunch was healthier than breakfast.

6 wide: The river is at its widest here.

31

1–4 Accept sentences using the adjectives appropriately

5 loudest 

6 lazier

7 cutest
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32

1 sadly

2 slowly

3 quickly

4 loudly

5 creepily

6 angrily

7 greedily

8 hastily

9–10 Accept sentences using the adverbs appropriately.

33 Accept any appropriate adverbs for each verb.

34

1 slowly

2 quickly

3 carefully

adverb verb it describes

slowly went

quickly jogged

carefully tiptoed

4–5 Accept any appropriate substitutions for adverbs in new sentences.

35

1 read

2 climb

3 eat

4 sit

5 ride

6 play

7 walk

8 sweep

36

1 planting 

2 sleeping 

3 walking 

4 cooking 

5 cutting 

6 reading 

7 swimming

8 walking
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37

1 unzip

2 unload

3 unmask

4 unpeg

5 unpick

6 unplug

7–10 Accept any appropriate sentences using the given words.

38

1 unrolled

2 untangle

3 unplugged

4 unpinned

5 undo

rolled               pinned 
tangle              do 
plugged

39

1 plays  

2 brushes

3 reads 

4 kisses 

5 washes 

6 runs

7 mixes 

8 fixes 

40

1 go 

2 walks 

3 likes 

4 builds 

5 paint 

6 live 

7 cleans 

8 drives 

41 Accept any sentences that match the images, written in the present tense.

42 Accept sentences that describe the villain, written in the present tense.
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43

1 looked

2 walked

3 worked

4 opened

5 planted

6 jumped

7 cooked

8 mixed 

9 walked

10 planted

44

1 banged: Accept any sentence using the word appropriately.

2 whispered: Accept any sentence using the word appropriately.

3 searched: Accept any sentence using the word appropriately.

4 laughed: Accept any sentence using the word appropriately.

5 listened: Accept any sentence using the word appropriately.

6 dusted: Accept any sentence using the word appropriately.

45 Accept sentences written in the past tense, appropriate for each story beginning.

46 1–5 Accept appropriate sentences using the verb in the present and past tense. 

47

The billy goat wanted to eat the green grass on the other side of  
the bridge. It was much greener there. He began to cross the rickety  
bridge. As he went across, an angry voice growled, 
     “Who was that trip trapping across my bridge?” 
The goat said, “It was only me, the smallest billy goat.”

48

1 am 

2 is

3 are

4 is

5 is

6 are

The six sentences above describe things that are happening now.

49

1 We are packing our case.

2 I am getting in a taxi.

3 We are going to the airport.

4 We are flying on a plane.

5 He is landing on a sunny island.

50 1–6 Accept sentences about each picture that use the helper verbs.

51 1–5 Accept sentences about each picture that use the helper verbs.
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52

I went to the park. 

My dog went too.

She went in the mud. 

Dad was cross.

53

Raj went out with Mum. He got some new shoes. Then he went to see his gran. He 
showed her his new shoes. She liked them. 
There are five sentences. 
 
It was very cold. Sally and Josh went out. They played in Sally’s garden. Then they 
went to Josh’s house. His dad made them hot chocolate. They sat by the fire. Soon 
they were warm. 
There are seven sentences. 
 
Sam can’t swim. He goes to lessons. He likes to play in the water. His little sister can 
swim. His big brother can swim. Sam doesn’t like swimming. 
There are six sentences.

54

Peter made a monster. It was bigger than he was. Peter gave his monster a hat. He 
gave it a coat. He gave it glasses. He put the monster in a chair. It gave the teacher 
a fright.

Accept any two sentences about something the child has made. Sentences must 
start with a capital letter and end with a full stop.

55

is 

Put

we 

want 

you

56

1 My brother will be ten in March.

2 Where did you get that hat?

3 He has got a new bike.

4 Have you seen my red hat?

5 Can you help me open this box?

6 We were at home last night.

57

Please do not run. [with matching picture]

Put away the brushes. / Put the brushes away. [with matching picture]

Welcome to our school. 

Accept any sentence that matches the picture, such as: Do not play football. 
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58

1 I am hungry and want to eat.

2 I am tired and need to go to bed.

3 Craig likes football and [he likes] cricket.

4 We are in Class 2 and my brother is in Class 4.

5 Dogs eat meat and like long walks.

6 Birds build nests and lay eggs.

59

The sun was shining but it was getting cloudy.

The dog was barking but there was no one there.

The car stopped but there was plenty of petrol.

The bread was stale but it wasn’t old.

We wanted more fish but the pet shop didn’t have any.

60

1 It’s getting late and I want to go home.

2 Tom opened the back door and the snow blew inside.

3 I want to buy a drink but I haven’t got any money.

4 I want to go outside and play on the trampoline.

5 Amy was scared of the dog but it was friendly.

6 I want a gerbil for Christmas and a cage.

61 1–6 Accept any appropriate ending.

62

Who are you?

Where do you live?

What are your favourite colours?

Which food do you like best?

When do you go home?

Accept any appropriate question using above question words.

63

1 Where is the toothpaste?

2 When/Why are we going to Gran and Grandad’s?

3 Which way are we going?

4 Who has taken my toy?

5 Why are we stopping here?

6 What are you doing?

7 Accept any question using the question word appropriately.
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64

1 What/Which pets do you have?

2 Where are you going on holiday?

3 Who is your teacher? / What is your teacher’s name?

4 When are you going to the cinema? / Where are you going on Friday?

5 Why are you making a cake?

65 1–4 Accept appropriate questions about dinosaurs, using given question words.

66 1–6 Accept any appropriate ending.

67 2–8 Any combination of two of the route options, joined by ‘and’.

68

1 and 

2 but 

3 or/and 

4 and 

5–7 Accept any ending that takes account of the conjunction used.

69

1 when

2 if

3 and

4 because

5 that

6 or

when, if, and, because, that, or

7–8 Accept any sentence using the conjunctions appropriately.

70

1 when

2 because

3 if/when

4 that

5–8 Accept any sentences using the conjunctions appropriately

71

I would like to be a fireman when I am older.

We put balloons up because it was Mum’s birthday.

We planted sunflower seeds that will grow in summer.

We could go to the zoo or go to the theme park.

They were going to buy some fruit if/when they went to the supermarket.
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72

Where are you going? – question

I liked that cake. – statement

Sit down! – command

What a good boy! – exclamation

Accept any sentence correctly labelled.

73

Good dog! Good dog.

Sit!

Scamp has brown fur.

Does Scamp want some food?

Accept any appropriate sentence, with correct end punctuation.

74

Example answers (each punctuation mark must be used): 
Stop!

Do you want a drink?

What a tall tower!

Child’s own picture: accept any appropriate question, with question mark at the end.

75

Accept any of the following: 
Crocodile: fierce crocodile, fast crocodile, powerful crocodile, wild crocodile 
Any combination of above, such as: fierce, wild crocodile

Snake: curly snake, slithery snake, dry snake, long snake 
Any combination of above, such as: long dry snake

Kitten: cute kitten, furry kitten, cuddly kitten, tabby kitten 
Any combination of above, such as: cute tabby kitten

76

1 [the] exciting story

2 [The] black car 

3 [a] sharp pencil

4 [the] steaming buns 

5 [the] soft comfortable bed

6 [The] tiny grey mouse 

7–8 Accept any sentences that use appropriate alternative noun phrases

77
Accept any appropriate description of a giant that uses noun phrases in each 
sentence.

78

1 I like apples.

2 Jane is going to school.

3 We are eating tea.

4 The dog wants a walk.

5 I am playing in the garden.

6 He has a big bedroom.
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79

1 Are you going to the party?

2 It is Monday.

3 We need to go shopping.

4 Have you made lunch?

5 Where is my book?

6 It is on the table.

80

1 Is it a red car?

2 What a red car!

3 Get the red car!

4 It is a red car.

5 The car is quite fast.

6 Wow, that’s fast!

7 Why is it fast?

8 Make it faster!

81

1 I am sitting on a chair.

2 Are we winning?

3 What a beautiful day!

4 Come here!

5 Where is the cat?

6 It is snowing.

82

1 James was going on holiday.

2 He was going on a train to the sea side.

3 He ate some crisps.

4 Ouch! A crisp got stuck in his teeth.

5 What a long way!

6 When will we get there?

7 Accept any two sentences about the trip, using the correct punctuation.
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83

Creamy choc-chews

Need a taste sensation?

Buy creamy choc-chews! Buy creamy choc-chews.

The best ever chocolate bar!

Thrill-seeker climbing frame

Want an adventure?

Our climbing frame gives exercise and thrills.

Buy it now!

Grammar and Punctuation Workbooks

Do you find grammar tricky?

Have you had punctuation nightmares?

You need our workbooks.

The answer to your problems!

84

London, Amy, Fluffy, Scotland, Tom, Blackpool

1 We enjoyed going to Scarborough.

2 My gran went to Wales on a coach.

3 I love walking Rover, my dog.

85
Accept sentences that include a day of the week, starting with a capital letter, and 
name an appropriate activity.

86

1 Our head teacher is Mr Thomas.

2 Jack and I went to Preston last week.

3 My cat is called Pippi.

4 Our favourite place is the Lake District.

5 Are you going to Auntie Rachel’s?

6 I got a letter from Edinburgh.

87
1–4 Ensure all commas are circled.

5–7 Accept any appropriate answers with all commas circled.
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88

1 I am going to the newsagent, the post office, the bakers and the library.

2 I like to play football, cricket, basketball and rounders.

3 My favourite colours are blue, indigo, purple and green.

4
The world is split into the continents of Asia, Africa, Australia, Antarctica, Europe, 
North America and South America.

5
London has many famous landmarks including Big Ben, Buckingham Palace, the 
London Eye and Westminster Abbey.

6 Daniel’s school is made up of Nursery, Reception, Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2.

7 We can travel to town by bike, bus, train or tram.

8 We have roses, sunflowers, begonias and dahlias in our garden.

89

1 Accept any four items from the fish list.

2 Accept any four items from the vegetables list.

3 Accept any four items from the furniture list.

4 Accept any four items from the classroom list.

90

it is – it’s

they are – they’re

we have – we’ve

you will – you’ll

did not – didn’t
 
could not – couldn’t

cannot – can’t

91

2 I would

3 We have

4 cannot

5 would not

6 That is

7 did not

8 We will
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92

1 haven’t

2 didn’t

3 can’t

4 wouldn’t

5 I’ve

6 we’ve

7 I’m

8 she’s

9 I’ll

10 They’ve

11 couldn’t

12 hasn’t

93
Accept any pairing of a person and object with apostrophe in the correct place.

Accept any appropriate sentence using one of pairings.

94

1 Ethan’s bathtime was lots of fun. The bathtime belongs to Ethan.

2 Sam’s scooter was very fast. The scooter belongs to Sam.

3 The butterfly’s wings were beautiful. The wings belong to the butterfly.

4 The coach’s journey took them on a motorway. The journey belongs to the coach.

5 The class’s trip was to be on Monday. The trip belongs to the class.

6 This autumn’s weather was very warm. The weather belongs to autumn.

95

1 I found Dad’s wallet.

2 We are going to Ellie’s party.

3 They climbed up the aircraft’s steps.

4 That is James’s basketball.

5 It is our school’s concert.

6 The cat’s whiskers help her find things in the dark.

7 We stayed out of the sun’s heat.

8 There was a lot of noise from the bus’s engine.


